After briefly reviewing the theoretical set up underlying the Survey Propagation (SP) equations, we show how SP can be generalized to include external forcing -external surveys -which allow to address selectively glassy states (which may be exponentially numerous). Taking as working model the random K-SAT problem, we show that the geometrical nature of its different glassy phases can be probed efficiently. A preliminary application of this new algorithm to source coding (lossy data compression) is discussed. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
The statistical physics of disordered systems and, in particular, the study of the geometrical structure of the ground-states of spin-glass-like energy functions have provided in the last years a theoretical understanding of problems in Computer Science (random NP-complete combinatorial problems 1), 2) ) as well as in Information Theory (for instance, modern error correcting codes 3) ).
A surprising byproduct of the analytical studies of random combinatorial problems has been the introduction of a new class of algorithms -based on the so called Survey Propagation (SP) method 2), 4), 5) -which are able to deal with the proliferation of metastable states typical of glassy systems.
The SP algorithm implements an iterative scheme for computing probabilities derived from the cavity method at the level of one step of replica symmetry breaking (RSB). Such scheme translates into a message-passing technique which is tightly related to the better known Belief Propagation algorithm (BP) 6) -recently applied with success to the decoding problem of error-correcting codes based on sparse graphs encodings. However SP differs from BP in a crucial point. The messages sent along the edges of the graph that represents the combinatorial problem describe the cluster-to-cluster fluctuations of the optimal assignments for each variable. While BP performs a "white" average over all the solutions and self-consistently (assuming uncorrelation) tries to determine the marginals of the variables, SP takes care of possible correlations among variables by assuming a decomposition of the probability measure into pure states (clusters of solutions).
In the zero temperature formalism which is appropriate for combinatorial problems, SP estimates the probability of picking up a cluster of solutions at random and finding a given variable forced to take a specific value within it: in a sense SP estimates "surveys of beliefs" in the different clusters.
The link between the SP equations and the BP formalism can be even more clarified by a formal argument. It is possible indeed to prove that the SP equations are equivalent to BP equations written for a modified combinatorial problem, in which the variables can take an extra "don't care" state, indicating that the variable is not feeling any effective constraint ("unfrozen" variable). The explicit introduction of the distinction between frozen and unfrozen variables at the very fundamental level of the configuration space allows to define clusters and derive the SP local field distributions as BP marginals. 7) Moving now to the experimental point of view, various SP-based procedures has been efficiently used to solve 4), 8), 9) many huge random hard instances of NPcomplete problems such as K-SAT or graph coloring, for which all known algorithms are known to fail.
In the present report a generalization of the SP equations (SP-ext) will be introduced in which additional external surveys are used to bias the search in definite regions of the solution space. This will allow us to obtain a large number of different solutions for any given single problem instance (in its SAT phase) and to verify in a direct way the clustering hypothesis.
Finally, the possibility of addressing and retrieving a large number of specific ground states will allow us to develop a preliminary lossy data compression scheme, making use of message passing techniques both in the coding and decoding stages and exploiting the natural clustered structure of the solution space for data quantization purposes.
§2. The zero-energy SP equations
In what follows we shall adopt as working model the K-SAT problem, which plays a key role in theoretical computer science, having been the first problem to be proven to be NP-complete. 10) It can easily be stated: Given N Boolean variables and M constraints taking the form of the OR function of K variables, either directed or negated, K-SAT consists in deciding whether it exists or not a global truth value assignment that does not violate any constraint. The random version of K-SAT, in which for each clause the variables are chosen uniformly at random (with no repetitions) and negated with probability 1/2, has been extensively studied in the last years. Taking as control parameter the ratio of number of clauses to number of variables, α = M/N , there is both analytical 11), 12) and numerical evidence 13) that a phase transition takes place in the thermodynamical limit at a finite value α c (K). The problem is generally satisfiable (SAT) for α < α c (K), and unsatisfiable (UNSAT) for α > α c (K). Moreover, extensive experiments 14) have shown as well that the algorithmically hard instances are typically characterized by α close to α c .
Indeed, for α > α G , the solution space breaks down into a clustered phase, in which two solutions can be either very close to each other, at a typical distance d 1 -and in this case, they are said to belong to the same cluster-, or very far apart, at a distance d 0 >> d 1 . This scenario, characterized by just two possible reciprocal distance scales, is denoted in the framework of the Replica Theory of Spin Glasses as a one step replica-symmetry breaking phase (1-RSB). A more complex clustered phase (denoted as full RSB) is observed for α d < α < α G , and is characterized by the possibility of defining higher order "clusters of clusters" with a continuum distribution of the cluster distance scales between d 1 and d 0 . 3) The cavity method of statistical physics has been applied to K-SAT 2), 4) providing an accurate analytical computation of the critical values location. The stability of the 1-RSB phase and the transition towards the full RSB scenario have been discussed thoroughly. 15), 16) The energy function describing K-SAT counts the number of violated constraints and a satisfying assignment corresponds to a zero-energy ground state :
where s a i is the i-th binary (spin) variable appearing in clause a and the coupling J a i takes the value 1 (resp. -1) if the corresponding variable appears not negated (resp. negated) in clause a.
The SP equations are a formulation of the cavity equations which is valid for each specific instance and is able to provide information about the statistical behavior of the individual variables in the stable and metastable states at any given energy density. The equations are best described over the factor graph representation 17) of the combinatorial problem: the N variables i, j, k, . . . are associated to "variable nodes" , and the M clauses a, b, c,. . . to "function nodes". For random K-SAT, the function nodes have connectivity K the variable nodes have an average Poisson connectivity Kα and loops of length O(log N ). Other degree distributions can be devised for specific purposes, however the validity of the SP equations heavily relies on the locally tree-like structure of the factor graph which allows to assume a factorized form for the joint probability distribution of messages arriving at a cavity node.
The messages passed from one function node a to a neighboring variable i are called cavity biases. They are Boolean numbers u a→i ∈ {0, 1}, being different from 0, only if it is absolutely needed that the variable i assumes a specific value in order to satisfy a. The messages passed from one variable node j of connectivity γ j to a neighboring function node a are on the other hand called cavity fields and can assume integer values −γ j < h j→a < γ j . The values of the cavity fields h j→a depend on the cavity biases received by the variable j from all the neighboring function nodes b, except b = a (hence the name "cavity"):
The sets V ± (j) contain all the functions nodes b neighboring to j such that the coupling J b j = ±1 respectively. If j has no other neighbor than a, then h j→a = 0. The values of the cavity biases u a→i depend on the cavity fields received by the function node a from all the neighboring variable nodes j, except j = i. If there is at least one literal satisfying already the clause a, that is if exists j ∈ V (a) \ i such that h j→a J a j ≤ 0, then u a→i = 0, otherwise a warning must be sent to i and then
where θ(x) is a step function taking values θ(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 θ(x) = 1 for x > 0, and V (a) is the set of variable nodes neighboring the clause a. If a has no other neighbor than i, then u a→i = 1. The probability distribution function, or u-survey, of the cavity bias u a→i can be formally (but not constructively) written as Q a→i (u) = 1 N cl δ(u, u a→i ) where runs over all clusters of solutions and u a→i is the value assumed by the cavity bias over the edge a → i in the cluster ; δ denotes the Kronecker delta function. It is important to remark that if a variable i is frozen inside a specific cluster , there must be at least one clause a such that u a→i = 1, in order to force i to assume the specific value satisfying a. On the other side, if all the cavity biases u a→i = 0, the variable i is unfrozen in the cluster , and its truth value is completely unconstrained. We shall write:
A u-survey will be then parameterized with a single real number η a→i , which gives the probability of having a cavity bias traveling along the edge a → i when the existence of many clusters is taken in account.
In order to compute the u-survey (2 . 3) one needs to evaluate the probability that J a j h j→a is strictly positive for every j ∈ V (a) \ i, according to (2 . 2). We shall assume that the cavity messages entering any given function node are uncorrelated (remark that assuming uncorrelated messages is not equivalent to assuming uncorrelated variables, as it happens in the BP equations) At zero temperature all surveys are computed assigning zero measure to all the set of messages driving toward states containing internal contradiction and the closed set of SP equations reads: 5) 4) where the signs ± are chosen depending if J a j = ±1 and where:
The interpolation parameter λ, whose meaning will be soon clarified, takes here the value λ = 1. It can be useful to remark that a product like b∈V ∓ (j) (1 − η b→j ) gives the probability that no warning arrives on j from the function nodes b ∈ V ∓ (j). The fundamental difference between the SP iterative equations (2 . 4, 2 . 5) and the usual BP iteration lies exactly in the possibility taken in account separately by SP that no warnings are traveling along some edge. Setting indeed λ = 0 would give exactly the BP recursions. Interestingly, it turns out from numerical experiments that sometimes it can be useful to set λ at some intermediate real value (see for instance Fig. 2b) , although no precise physical interpretation is available for these "hybridized" equations.
The SP equations are converted into a search algorithm by adopting a repeated decimation procedure, in the spirit of the simplest real space renormalization group. 5) Variables are sorted and fixed (few at a time) according to their total bias, that is the fractions of clusters H ±,0 i in which the variable i is respectively frozen in the + or -direction. The biases read:
where the quantities W ±,0 i are computed similarly to the W ±,0 i but using the whole sets of neighboring nodes (that is, no "cavities" are created 5) ). §3. SP with external fields The standard SP algorithm described in Section 2 is a powerful tool for the efficient determination of a truth value assignment. Even in the case of large formulas very close to the SAT/UNSAT transition point, the SP-inspired decimation is able to fix approximately 60% of the variables, producing as output a smaller and easily solvable sub-problem. This is enough when one is just interested in finding at least one solution, but in many tasks the determination of a set of several satisfying assignments, eventually distant among them, can be required. The standard SP approach is often characterized by the existence of a single fixed-point during each iteration and it is able then to retrieve only one cluster of solutions, independently from the initial conditions, for each given problem. The algorithm must then be generalized if one is interested in driving the decimation process toward a desired region of the space of the possible assignments.
It is easy to modify the SP iterations in order to accept a fixed external probability preconditioning. 18) The original factor graph is modified connecting to each variable node i an additional function node x i injecting into the system a new u-survey η x i →i of a predefined value. The forcing realized by the conditioning nodes can be written as a vector field X, whose direction is given by the signs of the couplings J x i i and whose intensity is defined as the average value of the η x i →i .
When updating the ordinary u-surveys η a→i , these additional parameters η x i →i enter the equations (2 . 4, 2 . 5) together with all the others η's internal to the original factor graph, but they are never updated during the decimation process and their value is kept constant in time. They are simply "switched off" when the associated variable is fixed and the factor graph accordingly simplified. The presence of the external probability conditionings tries to drive the evolution of the cavity biases distributions toward the selection of clusters in which the variables are maximally aligned with the externally imposed direction X.
It is interesting to use the modified SP iterations (SP-ext) for probing the geometrical structure of the space of ground state assignments of K-SAT. Note, however, that the following methods could be easily extended to other statistical models presenting a 1-RSB clustered ground-state energy phase.
A first experiment can be performed in which an external forcing X of random direction and of small uniform intensity approximately equal to η(X)= 0.1 is imposed. A solution S X is typically retrieved, at a Hamming distance d (S X , X) =
always significantly smaller than 0.5, signaling a non random correlation between S X and X. An experimental value of the distance between uncorrelated solutions (denoted by the distance scale d 0 ) extremely close to 0.5, accounting for an extremely uniform distribution of the (addressable) clusters, can be obtained choosing a random graph ensemble in which the numbers of clauses where any given variable appears negated or directed are kept strictly equal (bar-balanced formulas).
The distance scale d 1 typical of the solutions lying inside a same cluster can be measured with a different experimental setup. One starts determining a random solution S. At this point, a forcing X The capacity of the SP-ext iterations of probing, detecting and addressing the different clusters of ground states can be exploited for practical purposes, for instance in lossy data compression. 19) Let consider a given K-SAT factor graph and let impose a forcing field of moderate intensity (η cod = 0.3 in the present experiments) along the random direction V. A solution S V will be obtained, at the typical a-priori distance d p from the forcing V. Suppose now to take as forcing a subvector C, composed of just the first NR components of the solution S V . If NR is larger than a certain critical NR c and if the forcing along C is sufficiently intense, a new vector V' still belonging to the same cluster of S V will be retrieved, lying consequently at a distance of order d 1 from S V . Instead of performing a complete decimation in the decoding stage, one might just 
18)
impose a really intense forcing C (η dec = 0.95 in the present experiments) and fix all the variables according to the ranking obtained after the first convergence. Because d 1 << d p , the reconstructed string V' will be still at a distance from the original V comparable with the scale d p .
In Fig. 1b it is possible to observe the rate-distortion curve 19) obtained for a random uncorrelated source and for a factor graph with N = 33600, K = 5 and a constant variable node connectivity γ = 84. It is quite unlikely that our choice represent an optimal one: in the literature is known 20), 21) that the best performing code graphs are often highly inhomogeneous in the connectivity of both the function and the variable nodes . The theoretical Shannon Bound is reported in Fig. 1b together with the straight line referring to the rate-distortion profile of the trivial random guessing which consists simply in taking the input block V, "compressing" it by cutting its last part and reconstructing finally in a random way the missing information bits. The obtained results can considerably be improved by the introduction of an iterative doping stage, eventually in combination with the use of a non trivial real value of the BP/SP interpolation parameter λ (see eqs.2 . 5), but a detailed analysis of this approach will be presented elsewhere. 18) 
§4. Conclusion
The SP algorithm has proven to be an extremely powerful tool for the resolution of various combinatorial optimization problem presenting a clustered phase. While the proliferation of metastable states is harmful for any local search heuristics, and the clustered distribution of the ground state prevents standard message-passing techniques like BP form convergence, the SP procedure, based from the very beginning on an ansatz equivalent at a 1-RSB description, can successfully determine the most biased variables and construct a satisfying assignment by decimation. SP-ext, an extension of SP making use of external probability conditionings, allows to probe the geometrical structure of the solution space at an exciting level of detail, confirming the theoretical scenarios predicted in the past years. The capability of addressing and retrieving specific cluster of states open the road toward the realization of a new family of lossy compressors.
